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Purpose of this Guide
This guide will assist you to map points, lines and areas using Google Earth software. It is meant to
accompany a standardized interview guide containing a more in-depth questionnaire for data collection.
This guidebook contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•

An overview of Google Earth.
What to prepare before you map.
Introduction to the Google Earth interface.
How to map in Google Earth.
Closing off the interview.
Useful resources to assist your mapping exercise.
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Prepare to Map
Download and install Google Earth
•

Download and install Google Earth (https://www.google.com/earth/explore/products/desktop.html)
o You will use this to collect spatial data

Set up your file folders on your computer
Once software has been installed, set up you file folder structure where you will store all you projects, data,
and other relevant information. Recommended folders include the following:
1. Project root folder:
- Admin
- Interviews
o Audio (Digital sound files recorded during interviews)
o Images (Photos, graphics, etc.)
o KMZ (individual interviews and master interview files)
§ Individual saved as “X01_FirstLastName_DAYMONTHYEAR”
§ Master saved as “XFN_TUS_DAYMONTHYEAR”
o Notes (similar to participant code list, but additional details for audio/video files, highlevel notes of interview, trapline numbers (if any), number of sites mapped)
o Participant Codes (PIN, name, interview location, who interviewed the participant, and
for which project)
o Video (Digital video files recorded during interviews)
- Methods (Documents, such as this one)

Interview room setting
The ideal setting for carrying out a direct-to-digital interview session includes the following:
1. A separate room with a door that can be closed to ensure background noise doesn’t get recorded
and privacy for the interviewee
2. Darker setting with some lamps or backlights
3. A table to set up equipment
4. A clear white wall or screen to project map

Start the Interview
When the interview begins, press record the video recorder and the audio recorder.
Most Windows-based laptops have a built-in microphone and audio recorder software. This can be found in
the Start menu è All Programs è Accessories è Sound Recorder è click Start Recording.
For Mac OS laptops use built-in Garage Band or other similar audio recording applications.
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Interview Check List
Interview kit
Before starting your interviews, give yourself about 15-20 minutes to ensure that you have the following
equipment and materials ready, tested, and set up:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interview guide – have at least 2 copies available for each individual interviewee
Consent form – have at least 2 copies available for each individual interviewee
Laptop/computer with a mouse connected –Google Earth software should be installed
Projector – displayed on a clear wall, preferably on a white wall
Digital video camera – aim the video to fit the projected screen on the wall
Tri-pod – for the digital video camera
SD memory cards – for backup memory for digital video camera and audio recorder
Digital audio recorder or built-in audio recorder on your computer
External microphone – position or point the microphone close to the interviewee
Laser pointer (red dot) – the interviewee will use this to point to features projected on the wall
Tablet pen (optional) – very useful for drawing lines and areas
Pad of paper and pens/pencils
Ruler – with inches and centimetres
Extension cord and surge protector power bars
Batteries – AA, AAA, 9V, etc. for backup, depending on your equipment
Gifts for the participants

Set up Google Earth
•
•

Make sure project area with place name layers are projected on the screen
Set up file structure (see example)
o If interviewing more than one person, make sure each participant
has a separate folder
o Organize data into industry, base data, past studies, or TUS subfolders

Check your equipment
•
•

Make sure audio settings are set to record on MP3 (not WAV)
Always test your recorders and microphones by playing back audio
and video recorders

Inform the participant and make them comfortable
•
•
•
•

Get them tobacco / tea / coffee / water
Explain the interviews and why we are doing them
Let them know that we will be reporting back to them and the community
Explain the interview plan (see “Overview and Introduction”)
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Before starting the interview
•
•
•

Record the details of the interview (participant ID, interview date, location, recording info, etc.) in a
spreadsheet or database
Read the consent form to the participant and ask them to sign it
Start your recorders

Reminders during the interview
•
•
•

•

Keep list of place names
Spell out all proper names, including those of individuals
Ask relevant questions (see prompts) to get more detailed information about knowledge and use
o Note: Prompts are intended as suggestions only. You do not need to ask every question about
every mapped site. Use your judgment.
Note when there are good quotes and record time code or mapped site
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Interview Overview
Introductions
•
•

Primary interviewer – name and role
Secondary interviewer – name and role

Mapping
•
•
•
•

Google Earth imagery projected on the wall
o Where applicable: existing TUS data already collected through previous projects may be projected
Eye height of approximately 10km or less (1:50,000 or better)
Digital mapping using points, line and polygons
Enter site codes and other data

Interview
•

•

•

The interview will take about 2 to 3 hours to complete
o Break about half way through
o The primary interviewer or interviewee can stop the interview at any time
Three main sections or types of questions
o First: background and experience in project area
o Second: specific places or resources, especially within 5km of the Project area
§ Includes: camps, trails, hunting and fishing areas, berry or plant collection areas, important
habitat, cultural or spiritual places, and other places you consider important
o Third: how you think the Project, if it goes forward, will affect you, your family, and your First
Nation?
Questions
o Some questions are very broad, and others very detailed
o Some questions may sound obvious, but it is important we get things in your own words
o The reason for these questions is so that the First Nation can be in a better position to defend
information, if needed, in court or elsewhere
o If there are things we don’t ask about, but you think we should raise in our reports regarding the
First Nation use and treaty rights in the Project area, please let us know.

Storage of results
•
•
•

Digital video and voice recordings, and notes
Maps and all computer files will be saved to the hard drive and on a portable storage device
All files will belong to the First Nation and will be stored and managed by the Lands Office.
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Mapping Notes
Map at an eye height of approximately 10km or less (1:50,000 or better).
Label each site consistently in the NAME FIELD of the site properties dialogue box (see example).
Each code in should indicate
o Site use
o Site number
o Modifiers (if relevant)
o Source (participant ID)
• Modifiers (after the site number)
o Firsthand knowledge has no modifier
§ Example: TX01-X08 (member with ID# X08
reports first mapped temporary shelter place
where she has camped)
o Second-hand knowledge is mapped with a *
§ Example: TX01*-X08
o Approximate spatial information is mapped with a ?
§ Example: TX01?-X08
o Commercial use (including guiding/outfitting) is
mapped with a $
§ Example: TX01$-X08
o Present but did not participate in the activity is
mapped with a +
§ Example: TX01+-X08
o If all modifiers are used, this is what it would look like:
TX01*?$+-X08
All other information goes in the DESCRIPTION FIELD of
the dialogue box (see example).

•

Transportation routes and all linear features should be controlled
•
•

Zoomed in to less than 1:50,000 scale (approximately 10 km eye altitude)
Follow the actual route and natural features (not a straight line from A to B)

Include for each mapped site in Google Earth DESCRIPTION FIELD of the dialogue box
•
•
•
•

First and last use (day / month / season and year / decade)
Frequency of use
Species (if relevant)
Number and names of members who were present

Other
•
•
•

Keep list of place names
Spell out proper names where possible for the recording
Use prompts to gain detailed access and use information
Copyright © Steven DeRoy and the Firelight Group (www.thefirelightgroup.com)
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Overview of Google Earth
What is Google Earth?
Google Earth is a software application you install on your PC or Mac computer, which allows you to
explore the world and its rich geographic information electronically. Much of the data, including imagery,
roads, borders, and other information is stored on Google servers and the software dynamically downloads
only the data you are viewing. For this reason, the imager in Google Earth is not in real-time as most of the
data was acquired 1-5 years ago.

Why use Google Earth?
-

It is a powerful interactive tool for communicating your organizations’ projects.
It is easy to use.
It is designed for users who are not highly technical or map experts.
It is a way to store, visualize, and distribute geographic data and information.

How are Google Earth and Maps different?
Google Earth is…
-

3-dimensional
Viewed in the Google Earth application (which is
downloaded and installed on your computer)
Users must be connected to the Internet at first, but
some data can be “cached” for off-line use.

Google Maps is…
-

2-dimensional
Viewed in a web browser (e.g. Internet Explorer,
Mozilla Firefox, Apple Safari, etc.)
Users must be connected to the Internet to view
your map
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Introduction to the Google Earth Interface
Navigating in Google Earth
To navigate in Google Earth, use the navigation tools in the upper-right corner of the 3D viewer.

1. Rotate the map by clicking and dragging the gray ring around. To return
the map to North as point up, click the “N” once.
2. Move your view, or tilt the viewer and look around from a different
perspective, by clicking the arrows around the eye.
3. Move (or “pan”) around the map, by clicking the arrows outside hand.
4. Zoom in or out on the map, by clicking and dragging the zoom slider.
You can also click on the zoom in the “+” or out “-“ buttons to zoom
in, or double-click these buttons to zoom in or out all the way.
Note: You can also use your mouse. Navigate by double-clicking with your left
mouse button (to zoom in) or your right mouse button (to zoom out). You
can also use the mouse wheel to zoom in and out.
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Set up your environment
Prior to a mapping project, you can pre-set how
Google Earth records your data. This can be set up
through Google Earth Options
1. Click on the Tools pull-down menu
2. Click on Options

Once in Google Earth Options, click on the 3D View tab.
1. On “Show Lat/Long,” click on “Decimal Degrees.”
2. On “Show Elevation,” click on “Meters, Kilometers.”
3. On “Terrain Quality,” adjust the slider to “Higher.”
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The “Places” panel
Use the Places panel to organize
and save your data that you will
create, and other peoples’ Google
Earth data that you’ve downloaded
from the Internet.
All data located in the My Places
folder is saved for subsequent
Google Earth sessions. When you
quit Google Earth, and start it again,
the data will still be under My Places.
Data located in the Temporary
Places folder are temporary, and
will not be saved for the next time
you start Google Earth again.
To move data from Temporary Places to My Places, click-and-drag each item to the My Places folder. The
data will now be saved in Google Earth.
Data in the Places panel are viewable only on the computer you are using. This is similar to viewing a
document saved in Microsoft Word – the file is NOT online and public to the world – you are simply
viewing a file on your computer.

Set up folders to store your data
To add a folder:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Right-click on “My Places”
Click on “Add”
Click on “Folder”
Name the folder “XFN
Data”
a. “XFN” represents
the First Nation and
this is where you
will store all of your
data.
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Organize your folders
It is extremely important to be organized with your data, especially in a
direct-to-digital mapping environment. If your folders are set up prior to
the interview, capturing data will be easier and streamlined.
If you have Google Earth Pro, you can import GIS files (e.g. ESRI shape
files, MapInfo, KML/KMZ, etc.) from a variety of sources with relative
ease. Once loaded, you can see the points, lines and areas, along with
an embedded table showing data from the attribute tables of the file.
You cannot edit this table in Google Earth Pro.
If you have Google Earth, you can only import KML and KMZ files.
These files can either be downloaded from the Internet, or you can
produce them in ESRI ArcGIS or similar software.
For the Industry folder, you would include data representing industry developments, such as proposed
mining footprints, pipelines, hydro developments, etc.
For the Basedata folder, you would include data representing park boundaries, First Nation reserves, place
names, past TUS studies, and other features that will assist the interviewee identify their location.
For the Past studies folder, data from all past studies conducted by the Nation will be located here. Prior to
the interviews getting started, it will be important to work with GIS support from Firelight Group to
separate out the data based on individual participants. When the participant arrives at the interview, you will
then be able to show their past data from other studies, and indicate that this interview will focus on new
data collection and possibly verify and confirm past data.
For the TUS folder, you would include your community data that you gather through the interview process.
TUS stands for Traditional Use Study, however, you could use whichever acronym works for the type of
data you are collecting.
For every interview, you will assign the participant an identifier. For example, if John Smith is the first person
interviewed, you would assign him “X01” where “X” stands for “[X] First Nation” and “01” is the first
interview. If Sally Smith is the second interviewee, she would be assigned “X02” and so on. Separate the
interview datasets by the participants’ identifier.
For each interview, you will be collecting points (placemarks), lines (paths) and area (polygon) features. As
you add data, be sure to be attentive where the feature is stored. All features associated to a participant
(e.g. X01) should be placed in their respective folder. The purpose of this separation is to ensure data for
each participant can be exported into other GIS formats (e.g. ESRI shape files). If you accidentally record a
point feature for “X01” in the “X02” folder, you can simply click-and-drag the data to the “X01” folder.

Understanding scale
Google Earth measures scale using the altitude of the approximate centre point of your view. This is due to
the earth’s irregular shape and the process of stretching the digital imagery to the view. The scale will also
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vary across the image shown, depending on your zoom, tilt, and viewing direction. In order to determine
what scale you are mapping data at you will need a ruler and a calculator.
On the bottom right corner of your view, you will see text that reads “Alt eye = # km.” We will use this
number (#) later to determine which scale we will map data at. On the bottom left corner of your view,
you will see a scale bar with 5 vertical lines and a number above it representing the distance between the
far left and far right vertical lines. On a 1:20,000 scale paper map, 1 inch equals 20,000 inches. If 1" equals
20,000" it is the same as saying 1" = 20,000/12 = 1,666.6' or 1,667'. Therefore, 1" = 1,667' is the same as
1:20,000.
Exercise
Now that we know that 1:20,000 is the same as saying 1” = 1,667’, we can go through the following
calculations to determine scale:
1. Measure the physical distance on your screen with a ruler. In my case, the distance from the 1st to
the 2nd tick under the number was 2 cm or 0.787401575 inches.
a. Write the distance:
inches
2. Using ratios, we know that if 1" =1,667', then 0.787401575" (under the number on the scale) =
1/1,667 : 0.787401575/x = 1,667/1 : x/0.787401575 = 1,667 x 0.787401575 = 1,312.59'
a. The quick way to calculate the number is to multiply 1,667 by the inch value
(0.787401575)
b. Write the output number:
‘
3. The number you need to zoom to is the output from point 2 (in my case it’s 1,312) in order to get
something that is close to 1:20,000
4. Zoom in to the number from point 2, you will view the eye altitude in the bottom right corner
a. In my case, the eye altitude is 4.54 km
i. Therefore, an eye altitude of 4.54 km equals 1:20,000
ii. Also, an eye altitude of 1.135 km (4.54/4) equals 1:5,000 (20,000/4)
iii. Finally, an eye altitude of 11.35 km (1.135 x 10) equals 1:50,000 (5,000 x 10)
b. Write the eye altitude that equals 1:20,000:
km
c. Write the eye altitude that equals 1:5,000:
km
d. Write the eye altitude that equals 1:50,000:
km
Knowing these three numbers, you can keep track of the scale that you are mapping your data at. In most
cases, especially when mapping points, you will be mapping at a scale of 1:5,000 or better. For trails or areas,
you may be mapping at a scale of 1:20,000 or in some cases 1:50,000. Google Earth documents the eye
altitude of each mapped site. You can view this by right-clicking on the mapped feature, clicking “Properties”
and then clicking on the “View” tab è the eye altitude is listed in the “Range” field in metres.
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How to Map in Google Earth
What to record for each site
As you map new data, you will need to record the information in two
places:
1. Site ID in the Name field that includes:
a. Site Code (e.g. PX, KS, FS, etc.).
b. Sequence (start at 1, then 2, 3, 4, etc.).
c. Operators if necessary (* for second-hand
knowledge, ? for approximate location, $ for
commercial activity, + for present but did not
participate).
d. Participant ID (e.g. X01).
For example: PX01-X01 or PX02*-X01
2. Site Notes in the Description field that includes:
a. Date (specific or general).
b. The name of people who were involved.
c. Other pertinent information.

Adding points (placemarks)
To add point features:
1. Zoom into the area on the map where you
would like to add a point feature
2. Right-click on the “X01” folder.
3. Click “Add.”
4. Click “Placemark.”
A placemark is automatically added to Google Earth.
Also, a New Placemark dialog box appears.
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Once your point has been added:
1. In the New Placemark dialog box,
type in the Site ID in the Name
field.
2. Type in Site Notes into the
Description field, which will be
displayed when a user clicks on the
placemark.

Move the point to the correct location:
1. Use the navigation tools to move
the 3D viewer
2. Click on the icon and drag it to the
proper location.

Change the icon:
1. Click on the icon button in the
top-right corner of the dialog box.
2. Choose an icon for your
placemark.
a. Small circles or squares
work best.
b. Once you’ve changed the
icon, all subsequent icons
will appear the same way.
3. Click Ok two times.

When you are finished creating your point
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feature, your placemark will appear in the “X01” folder in the Places panel. When you click on your
placemark’s icon in the 3D view, a pop-up balloon will appear with your placemark’s Site ID and Site Notes.

Adding lines (paths)
To add line features:
1. Zoom into the map where you would like to add a
line feature
2. Right-click on the “X01” folder.
3. Click “Add.”
4. Click “Path.”
A New Path dialog box appears. As you move your mouse
around the 3D viewer, your mouse icon has changed to
allow you to draw the feature. Using a tablet pen works
best for drawing line features.
To draw the feature:
1. Click and hold the mouse button down
2. As the interview participant points to the line feature on the wall with the red-dot pointer, move
your mouse to trace the feature
3. If the line continues off of the screen, simply unclick the mouse button
4. You can use the “Move” tool to pan the screen
5. Continue with step 1
If you make a mistake, right-click your mouse pointer anywhere in the 3D viewer to undo the most recent
portion of the line that has been drawn.
Once you have finished drawing your line feature:
1. Type in the Site ID in the Name field
2. Type in Site Notes in the Description field
3. Press Ok.
When you are finished creating your line feature, your path will appear in the “X01” folder in the Places
panel.
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Adding areas (polygons)
To add area features:
1. Zoom into the map where you would like to add an
area feature
2. Right-click on the “X01” folder.
3. Click “Add.”
4. Click “Polygon.”
A New Polygon dialog box appears. As you move your mouse
around the 3D viewer, your mouse icon has changed to allow
you to draw the feature. Using a tablet pen works best for
drawing area features.

Change the icon before drawing the feature:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click on the Style, Color tab
In the Area section, click on the pull-down button
Choose Outlined
Do not press Ok yet

To draw the feature:
1. Click and hold the mouse button down
2. As the interview participant points to the area feature on the
wall with the red-dot pointer, move your mouse to trace the
feature
3. If the line continues off of the screen, simply unclick the mouse button
4. You can use the “Move” tool to pan the screen
5. Continue with step 1
If you make a mistake, right-click your mouse pointer anywhere in the 3D viewer to undo the most recent
portion of the line that has been drawn.
Once you have finished drawing your area feature:
1. Type in the Site ID in the Name field
2. Type in Site Notes in the Description field
3. Press Ok.
When you are finished creating your area feature, your polygon will appear in the “X01” folder in the Places
panel.
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Editing mapped data
To edit a placemark:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Right-click on the placemark in the 3D viewer or in the Places panel.
Choose Properties (on a PC) or Get Info (on a Mac).
Click-and-drag the icon to change the location, or edit the text.
Click Ok when finished.

To edit a path or polygon
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Right-click on the path or polygon in the 3D viewer or in the Places panel
Choose Properties (on a PC) or Get Info (on a Mac).
Click on any part of the line to select a node.
Click-and-drag the node to the correct location.
Edit the text, if required.
Click Ok when finished.

Interviews conducted with no mapping data
Not every interview will result in data being mapped in Google Earth. In order to record that they have
been interviewed but have no mapped any points, a file can still be made for them that is empty.
1. Create a new folder in Google Earth with their PIN
2. In the properties of that code, enter in
a. The participants’ full name,
b. The date of the interview
(DDMMMYYYY)
c. ‘No data mapped’
[Participant Name], [Date], no data mapped
Ex. John Smith, 19MAR2013, no data mapped
3. Save to my places
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Overlaying Data from Past Studies
To view data in Google Earth from a past study, it will be important to separate the data by participants.
The Information Manager can separate the data before the interview begins, once they know who will be
interviewed that day.
To open data for a participant from a past study:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click on the File pull-down menu
Click on Open…
Navigate to the folder where your past study data is located
Choose the file type beside the “File name:” pull-down menu
Choose the file you would like to open
Click OK when finished.

Your data will be located in the Temporary Places folder under the
Places menu. If you want to keep this data saved for future use, click
on the data folder and drag-and-drop the data into your “Past studies”
folder. Depending on who is being interviewed, and the number of
studies they have participated in, it is best to separate this data into
different folders under the participants PIN ID folder.
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Closing off the Interview
Saving KMZ files
Google Earth allows you to save your project and places to your computer in both a KMZ and KML file
format. A Google Earth project file is a KML file, with a filetype extension of .kml or .kmz. KMZ files are
compressed files that are smaller than KML files. If you used any custom images or photos from your
computer, Google Earth will include them in a compressed KMZ file so that others can see them too. It is
recommended that you save your entire project file as a KMZ file (e.g. XFN_Project_06MAR2015.kmz) and
all interviews located in the root “TUS” folder as a KMZ file (e.g. XFN_TUSData_06MAR2015.kmz).
When you save your Google Earth KML project file to your computer, it is private. If you upload the file to
a web server, or e-mail it to a friend or colleague, it is no longer private. This is similar to putting any file,
such as a PDF file, up on the web or e-mailing it to someone.
BE SURE TO SAVE REGULARLY THROUGHOUT THE INTERVIEW! Google Earth has been known to
shut down unexpectedly.
To save your entire project as a KMZ file:
1. Right-click on the “XFN Data”
folder
2. Select Save Place As…
3. Navigate to the KMZ folder where
you will store your KMZ files
4. Enter the name “XFN Data”
5. In the Save as Type, select Kmz
6. Click Save.

Repeat the above steps to save your TUS data folder as a KMZ file. It is good to do so on a daily basis
when conducting research (including the date after the name – e.g. XFN_TUSData_06MAR2015.kmz for
day one, then XFN_TUSData_06MAR2015.kmz for day two, and so on). Then, the most current version of
data would be the most-recent dated version.
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You can also store individual participant data as KML files. Depending on how many interviews are
conducted, there would be a lot of individual KML files for each interviewee.
To save as KML files:
1. Right-click on the “X01” folder
2. Select Save Place As…
3. Navigate to the KML folder where
you will store your KML files
4. Enter the name “X01”
5. In the Save as Type, select KML
6. Click Save
Note: for the purposes of information
management, it is not recommended to
save each participants data folder as a KML
file.

Copy and save all digital audio and video files to your laptop/computer
It is important to copy all audio and digital files onto your computer, external hard drive, and uploaded to
the project folder on the server. Place all audio files in the audio folder and all video files in the video folder
on your computer. Name your audio and digital files in the following format:
[Participant ID]_[Participant Name]_[Interview Date DD/MMM/YYYY]_[file#].[file type]
For example, X01_JaneSmith_06MAR2015_01.mp3
Any digital files uploaded should either be in an .MP3 format (for audio), or a .MOV format (for video).

Backup your files
There are three places all project files should be stored – one on your laptop, one on a portable hard drive,
and one that would be uploaded to the server. If your current location has a weak Internet connection and
uploading is not possible, continue to copy the entire project folder onto an external hard drive. The data
then needs to be uploaded to the server when you are in a location with a strong Internet connection or
courier the portable hard drive to the office.
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Useful Resources
1. First Nation Cadastral Data provided by Natural Resources Canada:
http://clss.nrcan.gc.ca/data-donnees-eng.php
a. Canada Lands Digital Cadastral Data
b. Geobase – Aboriginal Lands
c. National Framework Canada Lands Administrative Boundary
d. Canada Lands in Google Earth
i. In most cases, Canada Lands in KMZ format have four levels of detail:
1. A general point location of the Canada Land for viewing at large extents
2. Zooming in on the point will load the administrative boundaries
3. Zooming in further will transition the display to parcel level data
4. Clicking on the placemarks at the center of each parcel will display the
attributes and links to the SRIS, PMIS, FTP site, and the CLSS Map browser
2. Google Earth Outreach:
http://earth.google.com/outreach/
a. Showcase – View KMZ files produced by others
b. Tutorials – Watch video tutorials and find helpful tools and resources
c. Community – Connect with others using Google Earth tools
d. Grants – Available for non-profits and communities
3. The 2015 Indigenous Mapping Workshop
http://imwcanada2015.earthoutreach.org
4. The 2014 Indigenous Mapping Workshop
http://imwcanada.earthoutreach.org
5. Chief Kerry’s Moose: A Guidebook to Land Use and Occupancy Mapping, Research Design and
Data Collection by Terry Tobias
http://nativemaps.org/node/1423
6. Living Proof: The Essential Data-Collection Guide for Indigenous Use-and-Occupancy Map
Surveys by Terry Tobias
http://www.ubcic.bc.ca/livingproof/#axzz2XKfrFm3Z
7. DNR Garmin Application:
http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/mis/gis/tools/arcview/extensions/DNRGarmin/DNRGarmin.html
a. The most reliable free tool to convert points, lines and areas collected in Google Earth to
ESRI Shape file format
8. The Aboriginal Mapping Network:
http://www.nativemaps.org/
9. The Indigenous Mapping Network:
http://www.indigenousmapping.net/
10. PPgis.net - Open Forum on Participatory Geographic Information Systems and Technologies
http://www.ppgis.net/
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